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CHAPTER THIRTEEN 
EXISTENTIALIST IMPACT  
ON THE WRITINGS AND MOVIES  







Existentialism had an enormous impact on post-war Japanese 
intellectual history. The works of existentialist philosophers such as 
Martin Heidegger, Karl Jaspers and Albert Camus were analysed in great 
detail in Japan. It was, however, Jean-Paul Sartre who was most closely 
associated with existentialism. Sartre had an extraordinarily strong effect 
on Japanese post-war literature and philosophy, as well as Japanese art and 
politics. Sartre himself had a life-long fascination for Japan. In 1966 he 
visited the country on a month-long lecture tour with Simone de Beauvoir. 
His impact on Japanese post-war literature was high: the works of many 
important Japanese authors of that time—among others Abe Kôbo (1924-
1993) and the Nobel prize laureate Ôe Kenzaburô (born 1935)—are 
strongly influenced by Sartre’s philosophy of existence. 
Sartre’s existentialism had a great impact on Japanese movie directors 
as well. Particularly Ôshima Nagisa (born 1932), a leading figure of the 
Japanese New Wave Cinema, known in the West for his controversial film 
Ai no korrida (The Empire of the Senses, 1976) was strongly influenced by 
Sartre’s philosophy. Like many Japanese post-war intellectuals, Ôshima 
was attracted to Sartre’s idea of the engaged intellectual. Moreover, many 
of the things Ôshima wrote and filmed, remind one of the phenomeno-
logical analyses of Sartrean existentialism. In his theoretical writings 
Ôshima often quoted Sartre and his philosophy.  
The extent of Sartre’s impact on Ôshima Nagisa becomes evident in 
the following quotation from an interview on his film Kôshikei (Death by 
Hanging, 1968), in which Ôshima called Sartre his favourite author and 




explicitly declared that Sartre was the main reason why he had become a 
movie director: 
  
 “Which author do you admire?” 
 Asked this question, my heart beat faster. 
 “Jean-Paul Sartre.” 
Answering, I felt how my eyes filled with tears. Hadn't I made movies 
for ten years just to say this single phrase? All the efforts to become a 
director, to make movies, weren’t they just done for this instant? I 
remembered the end of the first chapter of Troubled Sleep [La Mort dans 
l’âme], the third part of The Roads to Freedom [Les Chemins de la liberté]: 
“He approached the balustrade and started shooting, standing upright. 
This was an enormous act of vengeance, each shot taking revenge on his 
former scruples. One shot for Lola whom I didn’t dare to rob, one shot for 
Marcelle whom I should have broken up with, one shot for Odette whom I 
didn’t want to fuck. This one for the books I didn’t dare to write, that one 
for the travels I denied myself, this other one for all the people I wanted to 
hate and tried to understand. He fired and laws blew apart in mid-air: you 
shall love your neighbour as yourself, bang, right into that idiot’s face; you 
shall not kill, bang, on that hypocrite opposite.”1 
Yes! My movies as well were single revenges against past hesitations. 
Yes! I shoot! I continue to shoot! Bang, bang, bang.2 
 
As Mathieu fired upon his missed opportunities in an act of revenge, so 
Ôshima used his movies to express his unrealized wishes and dreams: 
 
I can’t recall who said that cinema is the visualisation of wishes and 
desires. For me, cinema is the visualisation of the wishes and desires of the 
movie director.3 
 
In this chapter, I will investigate how Sartre’s philosophy is expressed 
in Ôshima Nagisa’s theoretical writings and in his movies. I will examine 
parallels of Sartre’s and Ôshima’s conceptions of engagement, freedom, 
                                                
1 “Il s’approcha du parapet et se mit à tirer debout. C’était une énorme revanche; 
chaque coup de feu le vengeait d’un ancien scrupule. Un coup sur Lola que je n’ai 
pas osé voler, un coup sur Marcelle que j’aurais dû plaquer, un coup sur Odette 
que je n’ai pas voulu baiser. Celui-ci pour les livres que je n’ai pas osé écrire, 
celui-là pour les voyages que je me suis refusés, cet autre sur tous les types, en 
bloc, que j’avais envie de détester et que j’ai essayé de comprendre. Il tirait, les 
lois volaient en l’air, tu aimeras ton prochain comme toi-même, pan dans cette 
gueule de con, tu ne tueras point, pan sur le faux jeton d’en face” (Sartre, Les 
Chemins de la liberté, III: La Mort dans l’âme, 193). All translations are my own. 
2 Hasegawa (2001), 26-7. 
3 Ôshima (1988), 181.  




shame and sexuality. And I intend to show how Ôshima incorporated his 
theoretical ideas into his movies by focussing on films such as Ai to kibô 
no machi (A Town of Love and Hope, 1959), Kôshikei (Death by Hanging, 
1968), and Hakuchû no tôrima (Violence at Noon, 1966).4 
Ôshima Nagisa: an engaged movie director 
Just as Sartre was an engaged writer, so Ôshima Nagisa can be called 
an engaged movie director. Like the French philosopher, Ôshima was 
politically active and regularly discussed his opinions on political and 
cultural matters before a broad public. Also like Sartre, Ôshima considered 
that everybody is responsible for the world and has the duty to get 
involved in its affairs, and he thought about the potential to change the 
present situation and to transcend the historic conditions of human society.  
In an essay on Nihon no yoru to kiri (Night and Fog in Japan, 1960), a 
film about the Japanese student movements triggered by the renewal of the 
US-Japan Security Treaty in 1960, Ôshima wrote as follows: 
 
All people are responsible. Those who created this situation must change 
it. You, who could be the real power behind these changes, but who 
nevertheless persist with the given situation, as if paralysed and walled in; 
you, who stood up a single time and who are so depressed by this single 
failure that you are now waiting for a change from outside; you, who allow 
this situation to continue, even though you believe that you are changing 
it—this means you all! It is you whom I want to unmask together with your 
failures, your corruption and your weaknesses.5  
 
Ôshima Nagisa made movies that appealed to the audience in order to 
change social and political conditions. Thus Ôshima “used cinema as a 
tool, a weapon in a cultural struggle”.6 As Sartre wanted to captivate his 
readers, so Ôshima wanted to fascinate his spectators. According to him, 
this is only possible if the subjectivity of the film technician is set free: 
 
The new cinema, above all, has to be a personal and subjective-active 
cinema of the author. A dialogue between the author and his spectators can 
only be established if the œuvre is the subjective-active expression of the 
author and has, in form of a tension with reality, a critical function. […] 
The expression of free subjectivity implies also that different methods are 
                                                
4 An earlier draft of this chapter was given as a paper at the 13th Conference of the 
UK Sartre Society at the Institut Français, London, 21 October 2006. 
5 Ôshima (1988), 127.  
6 Desser, 3. 




used to make each film. Otherwise, movies would merely be a moribund 
schema, and there would no longer be any dialogue between author and 
viewer. Subjectivity can be kept only through permanent self-negation.7   
 
In Ôshima’s postulation of the committed movie director, in his emphasis 
upon the subjectivity of the author, in his claim for a permanent dialectical 
exchange between author, spectator, œuvre and reality, and in his demand 
for a constant self-negation in the process of movie making, we find again 
Sartre’s literary theories as he expounded them in “Qu’est-ce que la 
littérature?” (“What is Literature?”, 1947). For comparison, consider this 
extract from Sartre’s essay:  
 
[T]he author chooses to disclose the world, especially the human to other 
humans, in order that they—in the light of the object thus exposed—
shoulder their whole responsibility. [...] Likewise it is the function of the 
author to act such that nobody can ignore the world and call himself 
innocent in it.8 
 
Ôshima Nagisa criticises Japanese politics and society from different 
perspectives. But the central theme of his movies, which he uses to express 
his criticism, is oppression. 9  By exploring oppression, Ôshima treats 
political matters such as the Vietnam War, student protests and the death 
penalty, as well as social matters such as poverty and racial discrimination. 
In other words, the leitmotiv of Ôshima’s movies is the question: how can 
human beings be really free and subjective? The struggle against 
oppression was one of Sartre’s central concerns as well:  
 
If our wishes could be fulfilled, the author [...] would be read by the 
oppressed as well as by the oppressor, would bear witness to the oppressed 
against the oppressor, would reproach the oppressor with his own 
reflection from inside, would become aware, with the oppressor and for 
him, of the oppression and contribute to a constructive and revolutionary 
ideology.10  
 
                                                
7 Ôshima (1988), 34. 
8 “[L]’écrivain a choisi de dévoiler le monde et singulièrement l’homme aux autres 
hommes pour que ceux-ci prennent en face de l’objet ainsi mis à nu leur entière  
responsabilité. [...] Pareillement la fonction de l’écrivain est de faire en sorte que 
nul ne puisse ignorer le monde et que nul ne s’en puisse dire innocent” (“Qu’est-ce 
que la littérature?”, 74).  
9 See Satô, 376. 
10 Ibid., 141. 




In order to express oppression and the revolt against it, Ôshima’s 
protagonists are often criminals. They are people with a repressed, deeply 
rooted psycho-logical aberration that manifests itself in incomprehensible, 
often destructive, behaviour. Criminals are by definition combatants 
against the system, thus fighting against political, social or personal 
oppression. But not only his protagonists fight against the system: 
Ôshima’s films themselves are an opposition to the Japanese system. 
Ôshima himself calls the fact that he makes movies a “crime”.11 Thus, 
Ôshima Nagisa can be called a highly political and critical film director. 
Even in movies that at first glance do not seem to have any political 
content, one can detect hidden political allegories.  
Ôshima Nagisa is not only comparable to Sartre by virtue of being an 
engaged artist. His films obviously show existentialist traits, which derive 
directly from influences of Sartre’s writings—especially themes such as 
shame, guilt, freedom or sexuality show parallels to Sartre’s theories, 
elaborated in L’Être et le néant (Being and Nothingness, 1943). I will now 
investigate some of these traits through an analysis of some of Ôshima’s 
films. 
Ai to kibô no machi (A Town of Love and Hope, 1959):  
Self-definition by the others 
A second characteristic of Ôshima’s movies, which is revealed 
especially in his films of the late 1960s, leads us back to Sartre, 
specifically to Sartre’s psychology of existence: the investigation of the 
human psyche, and the analysis of human behaviour. Ôshima describes 
people who become revolutionaries against the system, not in the name of 
an organization, but simply for the realisation of their will: people who 
resist, but who at the same time take responsibility for their resistance. 
Already in Ôshima’s first film, Ai to kibô no machi, influences of 
Sartre can be traced. The film is the story about a small boy whose poverty 
makes him sell the same pigeon again and again to different people, since 
the pigeon always escapes from the new owner and flies back to the boy. 
The child is not consciously committing a crime. He becomes aware of his 
crime only through the judgement of the adults, who call him a thief, thus 
constituting his self-perception as a thief. If one wants to apply Sartre’s 
philosophy, then one may say that “the stealing that the boy did 
unconsciously was discovered by adults who now blame him for being a 
                                                
11 Ibid., 380. 




thief. As a consequence, the boy becomes a conscious thief.”12 One is 
reminded of the scene in Sartre’s Saint Genet, comédien et martyr (Saint 
Genet, Actor and Martyr, 1952), when Genet is caught while stealing, and 
his being called a thief by the others henceforth becomes his Urwahl 
(fundamental choice) to be a thief. Sartre’s existential-psychoanalytical 
critique of Jean Genet was translated into Japanese in 1958, one year 
before the release of Ai to kibô no machi, and it is very likely that Ôshima 
was inspired by it in producing his film.  
The small boy in Ôshima’s film gains the consciousness of being a 
thief but he resists being defined by others: that is to say, he declines to 
adopt their moral judgement regarding his actions. Thus, this newly gained 
self-perception does not lead him to give up selling the pigeon. Rather, he 
takes responsibility for his actions, and in so doing he opposes society.13 
The movie Ai to kibô no machi therefore has a critical function: it serves as 
a harsh and unsentimental realist document on the disparity of social class 
and the inescapability of poverty.14  
Kôshikei (Death by Hanging, 1968):  
The question of guilt and identity 
The topic of guilt and shame recurs in another of Ôshima's films, 
namely Kôshikei. The film was inspired by the notorious, real-life 
execution of a convicted murderer, Ri Chin'u, who had killed two Japanese 
schoolgirls in 1958 and subsequently courted publicity for his crimes 
through the newspapers and the police. The premise of Kôshikei is that a 
man, sentenced to death, is rendered amnesiac through a failed hanging 
and thus made unconscious of his crime. He cannot be hanged again since, 
according to Japanese law, a man who has no memory cannot be legally 
punished. This creates a situation in which the embarrassed officials must 
reawaken the convicted man’s conscious knowledge of his identity, and 
thus of his past and his guilt.15 In this context, one recalls Kafka’s novel 
Der Prozess (The Trial, 1925).16 Moreover, in Ôshima's movie, Ri Chin’u 
is called, in Kafkaesque manner, merely by his initial, R.  
                                                
12  Ibid., 33.  
13  Ibid., 335.  
14 See http://www.filref.com/directors/dirpages/oshima.html. 
15 See Turim, 65.  
16 See ibid., 64.  




The movie as a whole clearly displays certain Brechtian devices, for 
instance distanciation, strategically readjusted to cinematic form.17 But 
there are also features that lead us again to Sartre’s theories. In Sartrean 
fashion, Ôshima analyses the circumstances which led to R’s crime, and at 
the same time he criticises Japanese society and the death penalty. R is a 
Korean living in Japan. He is intelligent but, in order to escape 
discrimination by the Japanese, he pretends to be Japanese. We might say 
that he is in a state of “bad faith”. R begins to escape into a world of 
fantasy, which, in the end, he can no longer distinguish from reality.  
Ôshima describes R as a person who, being under extreme pressure, 
develops an extreme imagination, which leads him to crime. He is finally 
executed, but he shows no signs of remorse and denies the right of the 
Japanese to execute him. The law defines the protagonist as a criminal but 
the protagonist opposes that judgement, just as the protagonist of Ai to 
kibô no machi does not consider himself a criminal, but a justified 
malefactor. The film can thus be interpreted as a criticism of Japanese 
society that discriminates against the Koreans. This theme of criminals 
who reject definition as criminals by others must be considered in the 
context of the 1960s. These artists belonged to a generation who wanted to 
form their own opinions and were hostile to being told what to think. They 
represented an opposition to a ruling élite that says: because you are not 
right you must criticise yourselves.18 This was the newly gained freedom 
of the post-war generation, which was expressed in the movies of the 
1950s as well, but especially in those of the 1960s.  
Ôshima himself explained his frequent depiction of “righteous 
criminals” in his films by the tendency of the Japanese to see themselves 
as victims:  
 
I do not want to negate in any way the sympathy for the victims. But if 
people develop such a victim-complex, and if this is taken up as a theme 
again and again, then I must decidedly oppose it. I have perfect sympathy 
for victims, but I distance myself from the victim complex. Out of these 
considerations, I tried to make movies. I wanted to develop characters that 
do not nourish the victim complex. Characters that are not victims but 
offenders.19  
 
Parallels between Sartre’s existentialism and the case of Li Chin’u are also 
stressed by the Sartre specialist Suzuki Michihiko. In a discussion with 
                                                
17 See ibid., 62.  
18 See Satô, 38. 
19 See http://www.3sat.de/3sat.php?http://www.3sat.de/ard/50268/index.html. 




another specialist of Sartre, Takeuchi Yoshirô on the occasion of Sartre’s 
visit to Japan in 1966, Suzuki points out that Li’s murder was the action of 
a man who finds himself in a situation in which the only way to regain 
freedom is an escape into imagination. Suzuki thus interprets Li’s case in 
the manner of existentialist psychology as an interplay of historical 
conditioning and personal freedom, which stands in connection with the 
history between Korea and Japan and with the discriminated situation of 
the Koreans in Japan. Thus, Li’s murder may be seen as addressed to 
Japan as a whole. If the case of Li had become literature and not reality, 
Suzuki claims, it would have become Genet.20  
Hakuchû no tôrima (Violence at noon, 1966):  
The feeling of shame 
How fantasies can lead to committing a crime is shown again in 
another film by Ôshima Nagisa, made in 1966. The story of Hakuchû no 
tôrima is based on a novel by the famous Japanese author Takeda Taijun 
(1912-1976), whose writings were influenced by Sartre. The story is about 
a poor serial killer who strangles women to death and rapes them. He does 
not feel guilty since he does not see his victims as humans but as things. 
The protagonist in the film says:  
 
A dead person is not a human being. It is not a woman either. It is merely a 
thing, an object. It doesn’t mean anything, if one plays with it, or cuts it 
into pieces.21  
 
Ôshima describes his protagonist as a person with a high degree of shame. 
Because of this shame he is not able to perform sexually with women in a 
normal way. In order not to feel shame, he puts his victims into a state in 
which they cannot see him. The feeling of shame emerges from being seen 
by others. Thus, Ôshima describes exactly the feeling of shame as Sartre 
defined it in L’Être et le néant.  
In an article about his film, Ôshima emphasises that the core topic of 
Hakuchû no tôrima is shame. He also stresses that the feeling of shame is 
an essentially masculine feeling: 
 
In general, it is assumed that shame is a characteristic of women. I cannot 
share that opinion. On the contrary—I believe that shame is rather a man’s 
business. It is a feeling that is innate to men, that essentially belongs to 
                                                
20 See Suzuki, 77. 
21 Satô, 247. 




them; it can only very rarely be found in women. I would even claim that 
women basically do not even know what shame is.22 
 
According to Ôshima, men are shamefaced because they always have to 
become a subject in sexual intercourse, they always have to play the active 
part in sexual relations. They have to “perform” sexually while being 
“seen”. Thus arises the wish to transform the partner into an object: 
 
It is safe to say that there are men who can only have sexual intercourse 
with a bought body—a body that they have transformed into a “thing” by 
the act of buying—who are freed from their shame and repression only 
under this condition. It is possible to call such men “wimpy creatures” in a 
time of total sexual liberation—but if we unveil the traditional prejudices, 
we will find out that every man who has feelings of shame knows the 
desire of this kind of sexual relations. Are there any men at all who are free 
of this desire?23 
 
Shame is the fear of being defined by others whilst, at the same time, 
rejecting that definition. Thus, here again, we can read the movie as an 
allegory of social criticism. Society is constructed such that it makes 
people constantly feel ashamed. Everybody appears to be equal but in 
reality society is conceived as a stratification of classes. If people bear 
their shame and try to gain freedom only in their hearts, then they become 
fantasists, dreaming criminals.  
Conclusion 
Ôshima Nagisa offers strong parallels with Sartre, both insofar as he 
was a politically engaged movie director, and insofar as he displays 
distinctively Sartrean existentialist traits in his movies. Ôshima’s films 
express the individual’s reaction to his oppression by society. He describes 
highly sensitive people who are unable to adapt themselves to Japanese 
society, and who—in dealing with well adapted people—place themselves 
in the position of a superego. 24  One is forcefully reminded of the 
protagonists of Sartre’s existential biographies, namely Baudelaire, Genet 
and  Flaubert.  
Ôshima’s essays and films are documents of the political culture of the 
Japanese post-war period. They are witnesses of the far-reaching changes 
                                                
22 Ôshima (1988), 71.  
23 Ibid., 75.  
24 See Satô, 381.  




in the way of life of a nation that almost paradigmatically represents the 
process of modernization. Ôshima never devoted himself to the illusion of 
a lost paradise of tradition. He advocated the new, the radical revolution, 
and is therefore often compared to Jean-Luc Godard.25 Ôshima himself did 
not consider himself to have much in common with Godard, though. 
Asked about the subjects he shares with the French movie director, 
Ôshima answered in lapidary style: “One is politics and the other is 
cinema.”26 
By dealing with the subject of oppression, Ôshima wanted to 
investigate how freedom and subjectivity can be preserved in a world that 
tries to restrain the freedom of people. In 1965, Ôshima wrote an article 
with the title “The Path of Freedom”—obviously an allusion to Sartre’s 
novelistic trilogy, Les Chemins de la liberté (The Roads to Freedom, 
1945-47). In it he stresses, like Sartre, that freedom can only be gained 
through acceptance of contingency: 
 
If I was asked: which way did you go? I would answer: the way of 
freedom. […] I believe one must realize that there is neither freedom nor 
joy in this world before one discovers the way to freedom, the way of joy 
for oneself. Only if we know that there is no freedom, can we be free: this 
staggering conclusion is the heavy burden that I have to carry with me day 
by day. […] In this moment, I intend to shoot movies constantly. I believe 
that I am ready for it and that it is a good thing. It will be my way to 
freedom.27  
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